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What job i'm looking for? My positive points

I am an individual who is passionate about the advancements in information communications

technology and the revolutionary front that the industry aims to serve. I am a logical thinker who

tends to focus on objectivity and rationality. I have great advancements in computer literacy,

programming, networking and communications. I have a dynamic approach towards work and

always eager to apply my assimilated academic knowledge and gained technical skills in a

demanding environment, whilst meeting the proposed deadlines and completing deliverables.

I fully understand the importance of working within a team as I believe that when one pulls their

weight in a team then anything can be achieved but yet also have the ability to work individually

without regular supervision whilst making sure the work I bring to the table is always effective. I am

someone who believes in near perfection and in so doing I strive for excellence in every opportunity

I get as I pay very close attention to detail.

My career objectives are to secure a stable yet reliable opportunity where I can utilise my acquired

theoretical and practical skills, while making a significant contribution to the success of the work

space that I would be immersed in.

I aim to expand my knowledge and expertise in the information communications technology field in

order to cement my role in implementing a quality software for all.

I am driven by my yearning for knowledge and excitement to apply my skills and expertise to solve

real world problems, what I lack in experience I more than make up for in altruism. I have built

great relationships with people in the segment I am applying for through great workmanship and

my willingness to learn. I strongly believe that I have just the right set of skills to excel in this

position.

Preferred occupation Administrators
Administrative jobs

Business analyst
IT, computing jobs

Millwright
Construction jobs

Preferred work location Richards bay
KwaZulu-Natal

Contacts and general information about me

http://www.jobin.co.za
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Day of birth 1999-12-21 (24 years old)

Gender Female

Residential location Durban City
KwaZulu-Natal

Telephone number Information is available only for registered users.
Sign in

Email address Information is available only for registered users.
Sign in

Additional information

Salary you wish R15000 R per month

How much do you earn now Unemployed R per month
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